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Annexes: 

 

Notes to the Annexes (Please read carefully): 

1. The Statement of Commitments to Intellectual Property Rights Protection, 

Code of Publicity, Responsibilities of Exhibitors for Fire Safety, Agreement on Safety 

Protection in Large Venues, Agreement upon Power and Fire Usage in Large Venues, 

and Rules for Special Booth Decoration shall be attached hereto and shall be signed 

together herewith. 

2. Please visit the website of the Event or the official website of the venue 

provider for the Usage and Management Handbook of Tianjin Meijiang Convention 

and Exhibition Center and the Pamphlet of Tianjin Meijiang Convention and 

Exhibition Center which contains the authoritative rules for the usage of the 

exhibition venue. As an exhibitor, you are expected to strictly observe these rules; 

otherwise you will bear all consequences.  

3. The Responsibilities of Exhibitors for Fire Safety, Agreement on Safety 

Protection in Large Venues, and Agreement upon Power and Fire Usage in Large 

Venues contain the explicit requirements of the venue provider and Party B may 

understand them in combination with the relevant rules of the venue provider.  

4. Any other document communicated between Party B (including his builder 

and logistics provider) and Party A shall not be taken as an annex hereto if it contains 

an express statement that it is only an exchange or introduction of information rather 

than a basis of the rights and obligations between the parties; otherwise, it shall be 

made an annex hereto.  

5. An additional provision or provisional rule issued by Party A for the orderly 

management of the exhibition or upon occurrence of special circumstances that need 

unitary notification or management shall be deemed to be an annex hereto and Party B 

shall agree with and observe the same.  
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Annex I: Statement of Commitments to Intellectual Property Rights Protection 

 

Statement of Commitments to Intellectual Property Rights Protection 

To China Mining Association: 

We are going to attend the China Mining Conference and Exhibition 2020 

pursuant to the Agreement on Participation. In order to fulfill the obligations with 

respect to the protection of intellectual property (IP) rights, we agree to abide by the 

provisions of applicable laws and regulations, including without limitation the 

Trademark Law, the Patent Law, and the Regulations on IP Rights Protection during 

Exhibitions. For that purpose, we hereby commit as follows: 

1. Carry out self-inspection of the IP rights in connection with the items to be 

exhibited in accordance with the applicable rules prior to the Event to ensure the 

lawfulness of the products and documentation to be exhibited by the company; 

2. Showcase, sell or use inside the venue any exhibits, panels, booths or publicity 

without infringement upon others’ IP rights; 

3. File any complaints in accordance with such procedures for complaints as 

established by the Organizing Committee or the unit set up thereby for the purpose of 

handling such complaints to the extent that the exhibition proceeds without let or 

hindrance; 

4. Cooperate with the Organizing Committee or the said unit and the competent 

authorities of IP rights, business administration or judicial affairs in respect of inquiry, 

investigation or forensics during the exhibition; 

5. Make sure that any and all documents submitted by the company for the 

purpose of filing or defending itself against any complaints are accurate, complete, 

true, lawful and valid; 

6. Never file any complaints on a vicious basis, or otherwise, subject itself to any 

and all liabilities for the losses incurred as such to the Host, Organizers or respondent; 

7. Subject ourselves to disciplining by the said complaint management unit under 

the Organizing Committee in case of breach of any commitments herein; 

8. This statement shall go into effect as of the date of execution of the Agreement 

on Participation and remain effective until conclusion of the exhibition. 
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Annex II: Code of Publicity 

Code of Publicity 

This document is made to ensure safety, civility and order of the exhibition, 

create a good environment for exhibition, and improve the quality of the exhibition. 

1. Publicity materials for the exhibition include fixed interior and exterior ads, 

official proceedings, advertising print, physical gifts, on-site stereo (video) equipment, 

etc. 

2. All the ads and other publicity materials (articles) issued by any exhibitor shall 

be legal and objective without breach of the Advertisement Law or such prohibitive 

regulations upon the contents and forms of advertisements as promulgated by 

competent government agencies, and without infringement upon others’ legal interests, 

and shall not be made in such a way as to contain any false or exaggerative 

information or deceive or mislead consumers. Distribution or posting of any publicity 

information is strictly prohibited in passages or other public places. 

3. Issue of fixed interior or exterior ads shall be subject to agreements between 

an exhibitor and the Organizers made otherwise. 

4. Speakers of all audiovisual equipment shall be kept silent during the exhibition. 

In the event of unauthorized use by any exhibitor and failure to correct the said 

misconduct despite warning, the Organizing Committee shall be entitled to suspend 

power supply to such exhibitor. The power supply shall not be restored unless an 

application is filed by such exhibitor to the Organizing Committee with a written 

guarantee and approved by the Organizing Committee. Any and all consequences 

incurred as such shall be borne by such exhibitor. 

5. Without consent of the Organizing Committee, any exhibitor is not allowed to 

seek publicity in any of the following forms: 

1) Living, movable or portable advertisements; 

2) Use persons dressed as cartoon dolls or inflatable clothes of various types to 

walk around the venue with billboards in hands; 

3) Distribute publicity material (articles) outside its booth; 

4) Invite celebrities (stars) to the site for promotion and cause crowdedness; 

5) Stage a stunt show, or very difficult or dangerous performance; 

6) Solicit audience by handing out giveaways and cause queuing or crowdedness. 
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Where any publicity event is performed in breach of this rule, the Organizing 

Committee shall have the right to confiscate all the publicity material and giveaways, 

dismiss the persons concerned from the venue, and impose a penalty of CNY1,000 

upon the nonperforming exhibitor for each case of breach. If any exhibitor commits 

two breaches of the said rule or more, the Organizing Committee shall be entitled to 

disqualify such exhibitor and expel it from the venue. 

6. Water screen or other liquids shall not be made or used at the site to prevent 

damages to underground piping due to liquid leakage. Any exhibitor which fails to 

obey the above will be disqualified by the Organizing Committee and expelled from 

the venue. Any losses incurred as such will be claimed by the Organizing Committee 

against the exhibitor concerned. 
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Annex III: Responsibilities of Exhibitors for Fire Safety 

Responsibilities of Exhibitors for Fire Safety 

In order to make sure that the China Mining Conference and Exhibition 2020 

proceeds smoothly and to avoid fires during decoration, exhibition and move-out, the 

Organizing Committee, in accordance with the requirements of the venue provider 

and relevant fire prevention regulations, has set out the following requirements to be 

strictly fulfilled by each exhibitor. 

I. General Rules 

1. Increase awareness of fire safety, establish the “Safety First” notion, provide 

safety training for exhibitors in the exhibition, and standardize their conduct to nip 

problems in the bud. 

2. Abide by fire laws and regulations strictly, observe rules for fire safety of the 

conference and the venue, receive fire safety supervision and inspection actively, and 

put corrective actions completely into practice. 

3. Follow the decoration instructions on a strict basis within the space allocated 

for exhibition and store the packaging at the place as specified. 

4. Avoid unapproved connection of temporary electric circuits and unauthorized 

use of electric equipment or high-temperature lamps, ad make any additions subject to 

approval by the conference and competent authorities and through professional 

electricians. 

5. Never bring any inflammables, explosives or hazardous chemicals into the 

venue. 

6. Never smoke or use open fire inside the venue. 

7. Never occupy, enclose, damage or move fire facilities or equipment. Never 

post or hang any objects for the purpose of publicity around fire facilities or safety 

signs. Perform a careful inspection of the area in use prior to departure for any hidden 

risks before the venue is closed every day. 

8. Flame-retardant or non-flammable materials shall be used for all construction 

elements (including but not limited to carpets), or, if any construction element is not 

fire-retardant, fireproof layers shall be applied to national standards. 

9. Each exhibitor is required to sign this document, which shall go into effect as 

of affixation of the official seal by both parties, and obey the provisions herein on a 
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strict basis. 

10. Any exhibitor which commits a breach will be subject to legal actions for 

administrative or criminal liabilities, and any losses incurred due to such breach shall 

be recovered by such exhibitor. In case any penalties or claims are imposed upon the 

Hosts or Organizers due to the above, the Hosts or Organizers shall be entitled to 

recourse against such exhibitor. 

II. Fire Safety Supervision 

1. The fire separation zone shall not be covered by any booths or object or 

occupied otherwise in whatever form. 

2. Any temporary booth shall be erected with an elevation no more than 6 meters 

and an open ceiling or a closed ceiling less than 2% of the booth in area. 

3. All formalities in respect of on-site construction and temporary power usage 

shall be applied subject to approved by the venue provider and completed prior to 

commencement of such construction by Party B. 

4. No temporary exterior booth or booth shall be erected in such a way as to 

reduce the fire separation distance, cause hindrance to fire fighting or occupy the site 

for operations of elevating fire trucks, and no obstacles such as overhead conduits and 

billboards shall be so set up as to prevent fire fighting or block exhaust smoke 

windows (outlets). 

5. All citizens, legal persons and other organizations which belong to Party B, 

within the period of decoration for the exhibition, must strictly meet such provisions 

as set out in the Rules for Power and Fire Usage in Large Venues subject to 

supervision by professional electricians appointed by the power and equipment units; 

6. Inert gases rather than inflammable ones such as hydrogen shall be used for 

handheld balloons, overhead balloons and airships flied at the site. Flammable or 

combustible materials such as wood, fabric and foam shall be minimized for the 

making and usage of carpets, booths, panels or models, or, if usage of such materials 

is inevitable, appropriate actions shall be taken for the purpose of fire prevention. 

7. No flammable, explosive, corrosive, toxic, oxidative or other hazardous 

chemicals shall be physically stored or exhibited inside the venue. 

8. Exhibits, goods, cabinets, billboards and stages shall be so arranged as not to 

constitute any impediment to the usage of fire facilities like fire doors, fire roller 

shutters, fire hydrants, automatic sprinkler systems, fire detectors and manual fire 

alarm pull stations. 
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9. High-temperature or high-pressure lamps, such as halogen lamps and 

high-pressure mercury-vapor lamps, are prohibited in the venue. 

10. Any booth (stage) shall not be energized until it is inspected and certified by 

Party A in respect of electric safety and an electric inspection report is delivered by 

the venue provider to Party A. 

III. Rules for Fire Control during the Exhibition 

1. Party B, during the exhibition, is prohibited to expand its booth to occupy 

passages, or close or block emergency passages or exits. 

2. Capacity shall be determined on the basis of evacuation conditions of the site 

ahead of any event. During such event, the flow of visitors shall be properly 

controlled to prevent overcrowding, and necessary precautions shall be taken for 

evacuation in case of emergency. 

3. Any flammables irrelevant to the exhibits, including the packaging of such 

exhibits, shall not be stored in the venue. 

4. Persons appointed by the venue provider, Party B and Party A, after the end of 

each day during exhibition, must properly carry out safety inspections, cut off all 

sources of fire and power and clear all flammables in time to maintain tidiness and 

fire safety at the site. 

5. Persons appointed by the venue provider, Party A and contracted Organizer are 

required to perform fire and safety inspections on a regular basis to eliminate any fire 

hazards, and maintain the patrol and inspection records properly. 

IV. Rules for Fire Control in the Venue 

As prescribed in applicable provisions of the Fire Act, the following is prohibited 

in the venue: 

1. Storage of materials, exhibits or other articles in public emergency passages or 

near the walls in proximity of yellow lines 

2. Obstruction, burial, enclosure or blockage of fire facilities in the venue, 

including fire extinguishers, fire hydrants, automatic sprinkler systems and its 

pipelines, fire doors, separation doors of various types, and emergency exits 

3. Usage of open fire or dangerous jobs like cutting, grinding, electric welding, 

gas welding, paint spraying and table saw operation 

4. Lighting of fireworks or cold fireworks inside or outside the venue 

5. Entry of gasoline, thinner, alcohol, hydrogen or oxygen cylinders into the 

venue 
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6. Pressurized containers attached to exhibits shall be properly inspected and 

identified, separately stored, and operated by certified workers only. 

7. Flame-retardant or non-flammable materials shall be used for all construction 

elements (including but not limited to carpets). If flammable materials (e.g. wood) are 

necessary, fire-retardant actions shall be properly performed, such as application of 

fireproof paint compliant with national fire protection standards by 0.5 Kg/㎡ . 

Flammable cloth shall be properly soaked for the purpose of fire prevention. 

8. It is prohibited to use any PU materials (such as sponge and foam) during 

booth erection and decoration. 

9. The venue provider, Party A and the persons appointed by Party A for order 

maintenance shall have the right to perform fire safety inspections at the site of the 

exhibition (event) and issue the Advice on Corrections for Fire Safety. If any fire 

hazards are found, Party B must cooperate and put the necessary corrections into 

practice. If such hazards are not rectified in time by the exhibitor/booth concerned, 

Party A, in consideration of safety of the exhibition (event), shall be entitled to report 

the above to the fire authorities for punitive measures or suspend power supply to the 

said booth until such hazards are fully rectified without any liabilities for delayed 

work or fire accidents incurred as such, and file claims for any and all economic 

losses and legal liabilities against the parties responsible. 
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Annex IV: The Agreement on Safety Protection in Large Venues 

The Agreement on Safety Protection in Large Venues 

Party B, during decoration for the exhibition, must obey the rules formulated by 

the venue provider,  and Party A and contracted Organizer as follows: 

I. Basic Safety Protection Rules 

(1) During the exhibition, the Venue Contractor shall be the principal party 

responsible for the safety of the construction area contracted, and each exhibitor shall 

be the principal party responsible for the safety of respective booth. The venue 

provider will allocate full-time (or part-time) guards for safety inspection, traffic 

control and maintenance of normal order, and appoint full-time persons to exercise 

thorough safety control on all sections in use. Each exhibitor, through the period of 

decoration exhibition, is required to be sufficiently equipped with fire extinguishers, 

which may be rented from the venue provider, to guarantee fire safety. 

(2) Party B, pursuant to state laws and regulations upon public security, is 

required to assist Party A in meetings such requirements as set out by government 

agencies upon exhibition at the venue and completing any and all necessary 

formalities in respect of public security at least 30 days prior to commencement of the 

decoration period. 

(3) Party B must fully understand the contingency plan formulated by Party A for 

emergencies during exhibition and unconditionally cooperate with Party A in case of 

emergency. 

(4) Any person involved in the decoration or exhibition must wear the 

identification made and issued by Party A to access the exhibition area within such 

period of time as specified. 

(5) Party A, during the exhibition, will arrange for inspection at the rented areas 

and grant access. 

(6) The staff of the venue provider (including those for order maintenance) shall 

have the right to verify tickets and identifications at the exhibition section. In so doing, 

the inspector must show its valid credential to the inspectee. Any inspectee who fails 

to show a valid ticket or identification or anyone intending to gain unauthorized 

access to the venue will be ordered to leave immediately once found. 

(7) Each exhibitor shall be solely responsible for its exhibits, samples and 
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personal belongings, entering and leaving the site on time to ensure safety of the 

exhibits on display. Exhibits with anti-theft need shall be taken out of the venue 

before closing time or protected with security measures by Party A on commission, 

such as warehousing, installation of monitoring equipment and night watch. 

(8) Any exhibitor or person, during the exhibition, shall not place exhibits or 

other articles anywhere beyond the specified space for the purpose of display or 

trading, or the venue provider shall have the right to remove such articles out of the 

venue with the exhibitor concerned being solely responsible for the security of such 

articles rather than Party A. 

(9) Any exhibits shall not be moved out of the venue by exhibitors or other 

persons unless the exit pass issued by Venue Contractor, if any, is shown to and 

verified by the doorkeepers or those for order maintenance. 

(10) Where heavy traffic of visitors possibly causes safety hazards, Party A must 

consult with the police and adopt emergency measures for control and evacuation of 

visitors, including suspending the issue of passes and forbidding additional visitors to 

access the exhibition area. 

(11) Party A shall be responsible for any emergencies in connection with the 

exhibition, such as disputes between exhibitors, and Party B shall be obliged to 

cooperate and follow instructions of Party A. 

(12) To make sure that the exhibition proceeds as expected and maintain public 

order and security, the venue provider shall be entitled to stop any of the following 

within the red lines and impose a punitive fine: 

1) Any commercial or promotional activities at the site without consent of Party 

A and the venue provider, including selling of goods or foods and other free or 

chargeable services 

2) Unauthorized posting or distributors of leaflets, posters, magazines or 

advertisements at the exhibition section or public areas 

3) Any behavior affecting, polluting or damaging the sanitation or environment 

in the venue 

4) Smoking at any area inside the venue 

5) Unauthorized stay in the venue after closing time 

6) Entry into the venue with pets without permission 

7) Entry into the venue with any articles controlled for public security or any 

flammables, explosives or other hazardous objects without permission 
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8) Any demonstration or activity in whatever form in breach of state laws and 

regulations or code of ethics 

9) Any unreasonable damages to fire equipment, facilities or other hardware in 

the venue 

II. Responsibilities for Exhibition Booth Safety 

(1) Each exhibitor is required to guarantee the safety of its booth, and 

immediately report any safety hazards or problems detected to Party A, the major 

contractor and the safety guards of the venue provider. 

(2) The staff of the venue provider, through the period of decoration and 

exhibition, will perform safety inspections, issue the advice on corrections in respect 

of any booths incompliant with fire and structural safety standards, and require 

corrections within the term as specified. Any liabilities for problems or accidents 

incurred as a result of failure to make such corrections on time shall be fully borne by 

the nonperforming exhibitor. 

(3) Open fire is not allowed at any booth during the exhibition. 

(4) The major contractor and the contractors for each booth, as the parties 

responsible for on-site engineering construction, shall be responsible for the structural, 

fire and electric safety of the booths respectively erected thereby, and shall be obliged 

to carry out propagation, inspection, supervision and correction in respect of the 

safety of all the booths for which they are respectively responsible. 

(5) Any exhibitor may, at its own discretion, enter into an agreement with a 

security company upon any precious exhibits, and purchase a property insurance 

policy for its precious exhibits or articles. 
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Annex V: The Agreement upon Power and Fire Usage in Large Venues 

Agreement upon Power and Fire Usage in Large Venues 

Party B, during decoration for the exhibition, must obey the rules formulated by 

the venue provider and as follows: 

I. Requirements for Power Safety 

(I) Electric circuits and equipment shall be installed and maintained during the 

period of decoration by professionally qualified electricians. All electric and electro 

thermal equipment shall be qualified products compliant with applicable safety 

standards. It is prohibited to connect wires in an arbitrary way or add any electric 

equipment without permission. 

(II) Wires through carpets and in decorations shall be installed in conduits (metal 

tubing or nonflammable plastic tubing). Wires or cables crossing pavement shall be 

placed in metal conduits and protected with cable trays. Wires of different voltage 

ratings shall not be put in the same conduit, and no joints shall be used in conduits, or 

junction boxes shall be added if joints are necessary. 

(III) Heated parts such as ballasts shall be mounted onto nonflammable materials; 

lamps shall be kept away from flammables at a safety distance no less than 0.5m; 

heated appliances like iron and electric stove shall not be used; high-temperature 

lamps such as iodine-tungsten lamps shall not be used. 

(IV) All electric equipment shall be commissioned at full load to confirm normal 

operation prior to usage for any event. 

(V) Electric circuits and equipment shall be inspected and tested on a regular 

basis; longtime operation under overload is prohibited; all temporary power sources 

shall be cut off when an event is concluded. 

II. Requirements for Fire Safety 

(I) It is prohibited during the decoration period to perform electric or gas welding, 

painting or any operations irrelevant to the exhibition which may incur a risk of fire, 

such as equipment maintenance. 

(II) It is prohibited to use open fire during the exhibition. 

(III) It is prohibited to use cold fireworks or gas flames during the exhibition. 

(IV) It is prohibited to smoke and carry or store any flammables or explosives in 

the venue. 
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III. The venue provider and Party A shall have the right to monitor the 

safety conditions in respect of the installation, usage and maintenance of electric 

circuits and equipment and deny power supply if safety conditions are not met. 


